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Alcohol use disorders, defined as clinically significant impairment or distress from the use of alcohol, are common in Canadian society. In addition, 15% to 20% of Canadians who do not meet the criteria for an alcohol use disorder drink more than what is recommended by the low-risk guidelines. Alcohol-related harms attributable to both at-risk drinking and alcohol use disorders are responsible for 9.3% of disability-adjusted life-years lost and 7.1% of all deaths in Canada. The costs to the health care system are high.

As Moyer and Finney outline in their clinical review, patients with at-risk drinking and alcohol use disorders can be easily identified with validated screening procedures. Conversely, when physicians rely on case identification alone, patients with at-risk drinking and milder alcohol use disorders (who typically have stable lives and few consequences from drinking) are often missed. These patients, however, are at high risk of harm and of progression to more severe disease, so effective interventions are important. Evidence has shown that they respond well to brief interventions. Moyer and Finney review the robust evidence for such interventions and describe how they can be delivered. Indeed, Canada’s national alcohol strategy calls for widespread implementation of systematic screening and brief intervention programs in health care settings.

Patients with more severe alcohol use disorders also respond to medical interventions, provided such interventions are more intensive. These patients are often interested in treatment; increased severity of an alcohol use disorder is associated with increased perception of problems, which in turn is a predictor of treatment readiness. Therefore, most experts recommend that providers refer these patients to specialized addiction care. However, specialized clinics have high no-show rates and low retention in treatment, and real-world success rates are likely lower than those achieved in research trials.

A newer treatment model may address the high no-show rates in specialized clinics through provision of addiction care at each patient’s own primary care clinic. In this model, primary care providers without specialized addiction training or counselling skills deliver multiple brief counselling sessions, appropriate pharmacotherapy and connections to other addiction resources. The COMBINE study was designed to compare this primary care management model with specialized addiction care. The researchers randomly assigned 1383 patients to nine treatment groups and found that none of the treatment groups outperformed the primary care medical management model. As well, a systematic review of treatment of alcohol use disorders found similar positive outcomes with primary care medical management models and specialized addiction care models.

Medications are an important component of care for those with more severe alcohol use disorders, in both specialized and primary care settings. The first-line medications are naltrexone and acamprosate. A recent meta-analysis
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**Key Points**

- The Canadian health care system provides inadequate access to effective treatment for at-risk drinking and alcohol use disorders. However, improved physician training, combined with strategies to ensure better access to appropriate treatment, would improve health outcomes and generate cost savings for the health care system.
- Graduates in primary care and emergency care disciplines should receive mandatory training in screening for and management of at-risk drinking and alcohol use disorders.
- Primary care clinics and hospitals should implement systematic screening and brief intervention programs and should also develop pathways to ensure that patients with more severe alcohol use disorders receive ongoing addiction treatment.
- Provinces and territories should include the first-line medications for alcohol use disorders on their general public formularies.
determined that the number needed to treat was 12 for both naltrexone to prevent heavy drinking and acamprosate to achieve abstinence. Medications are also cost-effective, reducing total health care costs by 30% in one analysis.\textsuperscript{11}

Despite evidence of benefit, Canadians with at-risk drinking and alcohol use disorders rarely receive any of these effective interventions. Screening and brief intervention programs have not been widely implemented.\textsuperscript{12} In an analysis of six primary care clinics in Manitoba, physicians had documented patients’ alcohol use in only 23\% of patient charts.\textsuperscript{13} Additionally, it appears that very few of those with diagnosis of an alcohol use disorder are using first-line medications. For example, between April 2011 and March 2013, only 36 of the 16 212 Ontarians on public drug benefits who had an alcohol use disorder filled a prescription for a first-line medication in the year after their diagnosis (Spithoff S, Turner S, Gomes T, et al. 2014. Unpublished data from Ontario Drug Policy Research Network project, Institute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences). Ontario does not include these medications on the general formulary for public drug beneficiaries, so rates of use may be different for patients with private drug coverage.

Failures throughout our health care system underpin this travesty. Medical schools and residency programs provide little addiction education.\textsuperscript{14} In the 2010 Canadian National Physician Survey, only 48\% of family medicine residents reported that training in substance use was available.\textsuperscript{15} Few hospitals have an addiction medicine service.\textsuperscript{12} As a result, hospitals often focus on treating the consequences of alcohol problems, not the condition itself. Most provincial and territorial payers give minimal support for hospitals and primary care providers to care for those with at-risk drinking and alcohol use disorders. Additionally, like Ontario, most provinces and territories do not include first-line medications on their general formularies: either they do not fund the medications at all or they permit access only through a special request process.

The following policy changes would help to ensure equitable care for those with at-risk drinking and alcohol use disorders, thereby reducing the burden of disease and saving costs. First, medical schools, residency programs and licensing bodies should ensure that their educational standards reflect the burden of disease from these conditions. Additionally, they should require that graduates who will work in primary care settings (clinics and emergency departments) be proficient in the screening, identification and management of at-risk drinking and alcohol use disorders, not just the management of the health consequences. Second, provinces and territories should provide support for the primary care management of alcohol use disorders by funding billing codes that reflect the complexity of care. Third, hospitals and primary care clinics should implement systematic screening and brief intervention programs and create pathways to connect those patients with more severe alcohol use disorders to ongoing addiction care. Finally, all provinces and territories should include the first-line medications for alcohol use disorders — naltrexone and acamprosate — on their general public formularies.
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